
Holiday gatherings are a great
time to stir up memories and
give your family an
opportunity to learn a bit
more about one another and
your family's history.

These games and reminiscing
exercises are suitable for
virtual and in-person
gatherings. And they aren’t
just for family -- most of them
are adaptable for groups of
friends.

Memory Lane
Games for
Family & Friends

HOLIDAY FUN MAKER 

Ready?  Let's go....
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Childhood Memories 

In advance of your gathering, designate the
family music buff to ask everyone for their
favorite song from a specific era. It could be
their favorite song from high school, or
perhaps the first dance song from their
wedding. Family members who are not yet of
high school age should name their current
favorite song. Make a digital playlist of the
songs to use as background music during
the festivities, and have guests guess who
chose which song.
             

Go around the table or
the room and ask
everyone to share a
favorite childhood
memory.

Family Soundtrack



Sit in a circle. Have a designated person whisper a complete sentence
into the ear of the person to their left. The sentence should reveal
something about the speaker, such as "When I was a little boy I used
to play goalie on the soccer team, but I

Pick an event that included at least 3 other family

members or friends (vacation, party, gathering of 

Group Storytelling

begin the story by saying, “Once

upon a time [we gathered for

such-and-such event].” Then,

one-by-one, each person

participating adds one sentence

to recreate what happened at

the event. Make your way around 

The Telephone Game

wasn’t very good at it.” Pass the sentence
around the circle, each whispering what
they heard into the ear of the person to
their left. The last person in the circle
should say aloud what they heard. Did
the statement change as it went around
the circle? Repeat until everyone has had
a turn.

any kind.) Ask everyone who attended to participate. Have one person 

the group until everyone has at least three turns to add details to the
story. This would be a good one to record with video or audio!



In what year was [name of relative] born? You could ask this question about

several relatives.

Where were [name of elder or deceased relatives] born? 

Which family members, living and deceased, served in the armed forces?

What was the model of the first car the oldest person in the room drove?

Who in the family has acted in any plays, what was the name of one play, and

what character did they play?

Name all of the pets [family member] has owned.

What was the best or worst family vacation?

What was [name of family member or members] first job?

How much did a movie ticket cost when [name of elder relative] was a

teenager?

Where did [a married couple in the group] go on their honeymoon?

What is [female relative’s name] maiden name?
 

Designate an emcee, and give everyone else a

sheet of paper and something to write with.

The emcee  will read the questions one by one,

while participants quietly write their answers.

No cheating! At the end of the game, the

emcee will read out the answers, and players

should award themselves one point for each 

 correct answer. The player with the most

points gets . . . an extra slice of pie? A family

heirloom? A dunk in the snowbank? Have fun

coming up with your own reward!

Family Fun Facts

Sample Questions (You could add your own and/or solicit more
questions from other family member in advance of the game.):



Find two or more family members or friends

who were present for the same past event -

- for example, a holiday, a family vacation, or

a frequently recalled comical incident. Then,

instruct everyone to remain quiet while

each person tells their version of the story.

No interruptions allowed! You’ll want to

have a recording device on hand for this

round-robin storytelling, as there are sure

to be some chuckles over the small

discrepancies in their stories. 

One Story. Two Interpretations.

Pro tip: Pick a non-controversial event from the past. The aim of this exercise
is family bonding, not causing hard feelings. If actual disagreements over the
past do crop up, remind everyone that memories are interpretations of the
past, not mimeographs of them. 

Ask everyone to bring a song, a photo,

a poem, or an object that reminds

them of a deceased loved one. Take

turns sharing what you brought and

the story that goes along with it.

Remember Someone Special



If you’re celebrating with a group that

doesn’t have its own food traditions,

consider this menu alternative: Host a

potluck, and have everyone bring a dish or

course that’s beloved by their family --

either the family they grew up in or the

family they made as an adult. Don’t require

that they bring the best dish, but a beloved

dish. It’s the beloved dishes that hold the

best stories. You could even make it a recipe

exchange! 

Menu Planning

If you’re celebrating Christmas or

Hanukah, or another gift-giving

holiday, give everyone a turn to share

a memory about the best gift they’ve

ever received. If you aren’t worried

about offending anyone, you could

also share memories of the worst

gifts you’ve ever received!

Gift Giving 



How Many Languages 
Do You Speak? 

My favorite subject in school is/was . . . 
My favorite after-school activity is/was . . .
My favorite movie is/was . . . 
The way I earn/ed money is/was . . .
My chores at home are/were . . . 
What I like/liked to do with my best friend
is/was . . . 
The steps I take/took to write and turn in
a book report are/were . . . 
I get/got to school by . . .
My favorite after-school snack is/was . . . 
The cost of a candy bar is/was . . 

Match the oldest person in the room with a
youngster in the room (preferably a teenager) and 
have each of them finish these sentences:

Compare How it Used to Be 

Choose one sentence, and then ask the group who can say that
sentence in a different language. See how many different languages
you know collectively. Each person who knows another language
should tell how they learned it and then say the sentence in the
different language. Example sentence: I love this family.

As a teenager...



provinces they’ve visited. Then see how
well-traveled your group is!  If your
group is widely international, you could
limit the game to places where people
have lived.

Travelogue
Bring a world or country map to the gathering, along with
some pushpins.

 Give everyone a chance to indicate with pushpins the countries, states, or

Historical Events
Get quiet and give everyone an opportunity to share the most
memorable historical event they’ve lived through and what they
remember thinking and feeling at the time. This might be a good
exercise to try during dessert, or even after a meal, so that the
group energy is settled enough for listening.

Books
Give everyone a turn to talk either about a favorite book from
childhood, or about a book that changed their life in some way. All
ages can participate in this exercise. It’s likely participants will be
inspired by each other’s choices, so consider designating a scribe to
write down a list of the books discussed.



Movie Time

specific to one person in the family -- as they can think of. 
Be sure to record this, with audio or in written form. Family
sayings are precious and often disappear with the
generations that coined and used them. 

Have everyone in the group share as
many family sayings -- or unique sayings 

If they made a movie about your family (or group of friends), what
actors and actresses would play you as characters? What existing
movie title would best suit your family’s or group's story? This
game is most fun if everyone quietly writes their ideas down and
then takes turns reading what they’ve written.

Family Lexicon

We hoipe these exercises will bring your
loved ones closer this season!
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Learn more about making the most of your family stories at
www.JourneyToLegacy.com


